The action of the EK model:
symmetry:
which is spontaneously broken due to collapse of eigenvalues of U µ in the weak-coupling regime =⇒ contact terms do not vanish!
Wilson loops:
Polyakov loops:
In weak-coupling, the link matrices fluctuate around the classical extrema (Γ µ ) of the TEK model, the so-called twist-eaters:
because the eigenvalues collapse symmetrically on the unit circle. The existence of extrema other than the twist-eaters is a consequence of the stationarity condition:
where P µν = Z µν (n)U µ † U ν † U µ U ν ; and the stability condition:
These conditions allow several possible classes of extrema, some of which survive the large N limit:
twist-eaters: P µν = 1 fluxons: P µν = Z µν (n − m) diagonals(?): P µν = Z µν (n)
